Mechanical and electromechanical properties of the stereovillar bundles of isolated and cultured hair cells of the chicken.
Isolated single chicken hair cells and pieces of epithelium without the tectorial membrane, either freshly isolated or in tissue culture, were studied using water-jet stimulation of their stereovillar bundles and current injection. Responses were measured under enhanced video-microscopic observation or while using a differential photodiode technique sensitive down into the nanometer range. When stimulated with a water jet at low displacement amplitudes up to about 200 nm, the stereovillar bundle displacement was asymmetrical, indicating a lower stiffness in the excitatory direction, but the reverse was true at higher displacement amplitudes. Undamaged bundles showed no mechanical resonances below 1 kHz. In damaged bundles, however, such resonances were prominent and accompanied by splaying of the stereovilli. Hair cells in the epithelium showed small bundle movements (0.6 nm/mV) whose polarity depended on the polarity of the injected current. These movements probably resulted from activation of the bundle's adaptation motors.